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A recent email from Amy 
White of MoveOn.org 
— an activist outfit that 
got its start defending 
Bill Clinton’s sexual 
indiscretions — theorized 
that, this election, “the GOP 
strategy to win is to use 
their billionaire donors to 
flood battleground states with fearmongering, 
racist ads. . . .”

The snuck-in assumption that Democrats lack 
Billionaire Donors is important, for the actual 
Trump strategy is to attack Democrats for their 
rich elitism. A Trump campaign ad targeting 
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi’s Lifestyles 

of the Rich and Famous-like ice cream obsession 
is quite powerful.

And Pelosi’s flaunting of expensive freezers 
and confections is not mere fluke.

You see, Speaker Pelosi (D-Calif.) also smarts 
from recent revelations that she had flouted 
California lockdown rules and mask-wearing 
mandates to illegally rendezvous, sans mask, 
at a hair salon, speakeasy-style.

While MoveOn’s Ms. White seeks to “put an 
end to Donald Trump’s authoritarianism,” what 
she seems oblivious to is her own 
side’s elitism.

As shown in Pelosi’s hometown. San 
Francisco’s government-run gyms catering to 
police officers, judges, lawyers, bailiffs, and 
paralegals have been open for months — 
while privately owned exercise establishments 
serving the hoi polloi have been shut down the 
whole time.

“It’s shocking, it’s infuriating,” one gym 
entrepreneur told a TV station. “Even 
though they’re getting exposed, there are no 
repercussions, no ramifications? It’s shocking.”

But it’s not. 

Trump got into office because he was seen 
as an outsider. Insiders like Pelosi and Frisco 
“public servants” have special rules for 
themselves, while sticking it to the rest of us. 
We peons. We outsiders.

It’s old school classism, as in the “classless” 
Soviet Union or Marie Antoinette’s France.

Not a good look.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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